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Description Our most versatile Airstream travel trailer is also our most popular and family-
friendly. With more floor plan configurations than any other Airstream, Flying
Cloud gives you the freedom to invest in features you want and get the most out
of your travel experiences. Plus, the neutral color palette of Flying Cloud’s décor
allows for great flexibility, so you can accessorize to match your personal style.
Whether it’s additional storage, specific sleeping arrangements, or more lounge
space for entertaining guests, the ultra-practical Flying Cloud is a canvas waiting
to be painted with your personal touch.Well-designed Bathroom:Porcelain toilet,
towel rack, retractable clothes line, and removable shower head are just a few of
the small features with a big impact.Spacious Galley:Preparing meals will be a
breeze in the Flying Cloud’s. spacious galley where you will find modern
appliances and fixtures you would expect in a residential kitchen.Memory Foam
Mattress:Each bed features a pillow top memory foam mattress for a great
night’s sleep in between adventures. Handcrafted Cabinetry:Each cabinet is made
of high-quality materials that stand the test of time while keeping your travel
trailer light on its feet.Generous Storage:Flying Cloud’s clean wood look gives you
plenty of places to keep things out of sight, including roomy cabinets, pull-out
pantries, and lots of smart little nooks.Optional Powered Desk:An integrated
workspace option offers a powered sit/stand desk, electrical outlets, and
comfortable chair (25FB/27FB).Dinette Conversion:When positioned as a table
and seating, the dinette has plenty of room for four people to comfortably eat and
socialize, with additional lounging area along the side. And when extra sleeping
space is needed, the dinette converts easily into a bed.Ultraleather®
Seating:Flying Cloud’s seating is designed for dynamic living. Stain repellency and
cleanability are key in fabrics designed to keep up with the busiest families.

Basic information Year: 2023
Stock Number: C2958
VIN Number: 1STT9YL22PJ567072
Condition: Pre-Owned
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Item address Bend, Oregon, United States
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